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1. Introduction20

1.1. Background and Motivation21

The challenges of fully independent remote operation in hazardous and22

dynamic marine environments need to be solved to enable extensive adoption23

of Marine Autonomous Systems (MAS) as outlined by Department for Trans-24

port (2019). The deployment of MAS, such as Underwater Gliders (UGs),25

at sea can last for up to months at a time, during which they are piloted26

remotely by expert operators via satellite communication achieved when the27

vehicles are on the surface. The data transmission is negatively affected by28

the low-bandwidth of the connection, making manual condition monitoring29

of the MAS’ time series data extremely challenging for human pilots. Hence,30

adverse behaviour may remain undetected possibly leading to major faults31

or even to the loss of the MAS or hazard to shipping if the anomaly is not32

recovered (Thieme and Utne, 2017). Hence, solutions must be introduced33

for smart anomaly detection and fault identification, isolation and recovery34

to reduce operational costs, increase reliability and scale-up the use of MAS35

within the maritime industry.36

UGs are a type of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) that is used ex-37

tensively for the long-term observation of important physical oceanographic38

parameters (Rudnick, 2016). UGs use a Variable Buoyancy Device (VBD)39

to change their vertical motion, which functions by extending and retracting40

an oil bladder from the pressure hull. When outside, the glider’s displace-41

ment increases, in turn increasing its net buoyancy. This system, in tandem42

with external wings, allow the glider to travel efficiently in a characteristic43

sawtooth pattern at low speeds (≈ 0.3 m/s). This enables gliders to have44

a drastically greater range compared to other types of AUVs, allowing the45

average oceanographic mission to span over several months.46

The deployment of a UG consists of many “dives”. Before each dive,47

the UG receives instructions from the pilots, e.g. next waypoint and desired48

control settings. During the dive, a glider will do multiple “yos” to collect49

samples of the water column. Once the vehicle returns to the surface, it sends50

the collected data ashore and receives new commands via satellite. Transfer51

via satellite is expensive, both financially and energy-wise. For this reason,52

the data is decimated, and many features are excluded. Consequently, glider53

pilots of a prospective over-the-horizon autonomous condition monitoring54

system have very little information to work with.55
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Present manual anomaly detection and fault diagnosis methods depend56

on the individual pilot’s expertise and are subject to human error, espe-57

cially when MAS require pilot’s attention around the clock. In addition,58

over-the-horizon condition monitoring systems rely on satellite connections,59

which have financial and power-expenditure costs. Hence, on-board holistic60

anomaly detection and fault diagnostics is critical to interpret the impact of61

anomalies and faults on the vehicle’s safety and performance whilst at sea62

(Maritime UK, 2020). This would increase the capacity for concurrent MAS63

networks and reduce the dependence on support vessels and experienced pi-64

lots.65

This work aims to introduce a holistic smart anomaly detection system66

for UGs to be deployed on board the vehicle. In particular, the system will be67

designed for Slocum UGs and tested with a large dataset comprising multiple68

deployments.69

1.2. Related Work70

Brito et al. (2014) analysed the reliability of underwater gliders, inspect-71

ing failure data from a majority of European operators. The faults discovered72

included leakages, failures of electrical equipment (e.g., satellite communica-73

tion hardware and batteries), mechanical components (e.g., VBD pump and74

bladder, rudder and roll motors), sensors (navigation and scientific), and75

software malfunctions. Schofield et al. (2007) also identified leaks, motor76

or pump malfunctions, low battery voltage and sensor dropouts. Frajka-77

Williams et al. (2011) discovered failures in a pitch tilt sensor. Furthermore,78

biofouling was studied in Haldeman et al. (2016); Eichhorn et al. (2020);79

Anderlini et al. (2020b) and wing loss in Anderlini et al. (2020a). Marine80

growth on a gliders hull can greatly increase its weight and significantly81

reduce its speed, presenting a large operational issue that can require pre-82

mature retrieval at sea. Severe biofouling has been seen to increase the cost83

of transport by 63.3% and lower horizontal speed by 46.3% (Anderlini et al.,84

2020b). As opposed to marine growth, which typically spans many weeks,85

wing loss can occur suddenly and may also go unnoticed by the pilot until86

the glider is retrieved (Anderlini et al., 2020a). The loss of a wing has been87

observed to increase the cost of transport by 10% and reduce the mean hor-88

izontal speed by 5-12%, demonstrating the detrimental effects this can have89

on a deployment.90

Fault detection for underwater vehicles can be classified into three cate-91

gories: rule-based, model-based and data-driven solutions (Hamilton et al.,92
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2007).93

Rule-based systems rely on specific relationships obtained by the design-94

ers’ observations on the system, which are usually realised with simple if-else95

statements. A simple rulebase was developed for detecting the loss of a wing96

using fluctuations in the mean steady-state roll angle between descents and97

ascents by Anderlini et al. (2020a). Although effective and computationally98

inexpensive, the system is very specific to a single fault, the loss of a sin-99

gle wing, and is susceptible to sensor calibration and malfunction as seen100

in Frajka-Williams et al. (2011). For this reason, alternative methods with101

increased redundancy are needed.102

Model-based approaches focus on the dynamic behaviour of a physical103

system. A dynamic model for underwater gliders was developed by Merckel-104

bach et al. Merckelbach et al. (2019) and used to calculate vertical velocity105

from several on-board sensors. A steady-state dynamic model is adopted106

by Eichhorn at al. Eichhorn et al. (2020) to investigated the change in dy-107

namic parameters over the duration of a dive. As detailed in Anderlini et al.108

Anderlini et al. (2020a), this solution shows distinct changes in the model109

parameters for wing loss, or in case study simulating severe biofouling condi-110

tions Anderlini et al. (2020b). Again, the system was effective, however, there111

is a great upfront computational cost to the global optimisation of dynamic112

constants. A similar system is used here as a benchmark for the data-driven113

solution.114

The last and most recent approach relies on the analysis of sensor data and115

offers a significant improvement over the previous two categories, especially116

when large datasets are available. Condition monitoring solutions with a117

large focus on machine and deep learning are evaluated for autonomous ships118

by Ellefsen et al. Ellefsen et al. (2019).119

Specific to underwater gliders, Anderlini et al. (2021a) introduced an120

anomaly detection system for biofouling using ensembles of regression trees.121

More general systems able to detect a wide range of anomalies were proposed122

in Anderlini et al. (2021b) and Wu et al. (2021) relying on feedforward Deep123

Neural Networks (DNNs), autoencoders (AEs) and Bidirectional Generative124

Adversarial Networks (BiGAN). In particular, these deep learning methods125

were trained using the data from many deployments of healthy or baseline126

Slocum G2 gliders and tested on unseen deployments that suffered several127

faults, including wing loss, biofouling, angles of list and large appendages.128

The BiGAN architecture was fed time series data from multiple time steps as129

input, whereas the DNNs and AE steady-state flight data. The performance130
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of the data-driven systems was then assessed against the previous rule-based131

and model-based solutions (Anderlini et al., 2020a,b), showing improvements132

in generality.133

The results from Anderlini et al. (2021b) and Wu et al. (2021) show134

the superior generalisability of generative methods, e.g. BiGAN, over dis-135

criminative methods, e.g. AE, for the anomaly detection problem of UGs.136

Variational Autoencoders (VAE) are another and simpler type of generative137

methods for dimensionality reduction when compared to BiGAN (Kingma138

and Welling, 2014). VAEs offer two variables for anomaly detection, recon-139

struction loss (common to AEs) and reconstruction probability. Reconstruc-140

tion loss is more straightforward and was used in Anderlini et al. (2021a,b),141

as it is not dissimilar to using the offset in model and sensor velocity seen142

in dynamic models. An & Cho An and Cho (2015) proposed an anomaly143

detection system using the reconstruction probability due to its theoretical144

background and more principled and objective anomaly score in image-based145

data; however, the research within time series data is sparse. Chao et al.146

Chao et al. (2020) used VAEs for effective fault detection and segmentation147

of gas turbines with semi-supervised learning.148

Another advantage of the BiGAN solution reported in Wu et al. (2021)149

over other data-driven and model-based methods for the anomaly detection150

for UGs is its use of full time series data rather than purely steady-state151

flight data. As UGs spend most of their operational time in steady flight152

with similar control settings, large quantities of data are needed to prevent153

overfitting. Using the full time series data (or in fact a moving time window)154

enables better data sampling efficiency. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)155

and in particular Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) DNNs are particularly156

useful in learning sequences (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). Malhotra157

et al. (2015) trained a stacked LSTM network for time series anomaly detec-158

tion using non-anomalous data and then used it as a predictor over multiple159

timesteps. Nguyen et al. (2021) proposed a LSTM-based autoencoder as an160

improvement in anomaly detection when compared to previous LSTM based161

systems.162

Increasing research interest is being focussed on combining LSTM-VAE163

architectures, specifically targeting stacked LSTM models. Park et al. (2018)164

developed a system that merges signals and reconstructs their expected165

distribution by designing a progress-based varying prior and then uses a166

reconstruction-based anomaly score to detect faults. In Lin et al. (2020), a167

hybrid VAE-LSTM model was used for anomaly detection of time series data168
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by exploiting the VAE to extract robust local features over short windows169

and the LSTM to estimate the long-term correlation in the series. Hence,170

the system is able to identify anomalies that span over multiple time scales.171

However, at present, neither VAEs nor LSTM-based networks have been used172

for anomaly detection within UGs underwater.173

1.3. Contribution174

Smart condition monitoring of MAS platforms is required to enable large-175

scale, concurrent operations of vehicle fleets. This work introduces the first176

hybrid VAE-LSTM architecture for a data-driven anomaly detection system177

for MAS with an application to UGs. The proposed system is able to capture178

anomalies spanning multiple time scales and relies on the full data time179

series rather than only steady-state portions, thus presenting superior sample180

efficiency over previous methods. In particular, the importance of dynamic181

effects will be analysed. The ability of the system to generalise to different182

anomalies is investigated. Furthermore, as compared to previous methods,183

the procedure is designed to be run on-board the UGs rather than from a184

Remote Control Centre (RCC).185

1.4. Organisation186

In Section 2, the operations of Slocum UGs and the analysed datasets are187

described. The novel data-driven anomaly detection method is introduced in188

Section 3. Thereafter, results are presented and discussed in Section 4, with189

concluding remarks being reported in Section 5.190

2. Slocum Underwater Gliders Dataset191

2.1. Underwater Gliders192

The Slocum G2 is a second-generation UG manufactured by Teledyne193

Webb Research, which has been in operation since the early tens (Teledyne194

Webb Research, 2014). An example of a Slocum UG can be seen in Fig. 1.195

Pitch is controlled by changing the position of the glider’s internal battery196

pack, altering the centre of gravity. Yaw is controlled via an external rudder,197

which is magnetically coupled to a servo motor to allow for a continuously198

sealed pressure hull (Webb et al., 2001; Schofield et al., 2007).199

Figure 2 shows time series data for a typical example dive. z indicates the200

gliders vertical position within the water column, measured by an onboard201

pressure sensor. The vertical velocity is calculated as the time derivative of z202
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Figure 1: Slocum underwater glider.

and is denoted by ż. Several actuator control signals are shown, namely, the203

VBD volume, VV BD, battery position, xb, pitch angle, θ, and rudder angle,204

δr. The roll, ϕ and yaw ψ are also shown for reference.205

2.2. Dataset Description206

This work utilises data collected by Slocum G2 gliders over 8 deployments207

operated by the National Oceanography Centre (NOC) (BODC, 2021) and208

the Oceanic Platform of the Canaries (PLOCAN) (PLOCAN, 2021). A sub-209

set of this data has been selected so that vehicles generalise to a basic low210

power sensor fit. Table 1 summarises each mission, including the glider’s ID,211

mission start date, location, duration, and status. The gliders operated by212

NOC were either in the Celtic or North Seas between 2014 and 2019, whilst213

PLOCAN operated a single mission in February 2020. Deployments no. 2214

and 3, units 304 D2 and 436 D2 respectively, were retrieved missing a single215

wing.216

During each deployment, gliders were launched and recovered from a mix-217

ture of research vessels and fishing boats. Throughout deployments, gliders218

remained at sea for multiple months, with the only human intervention being219

via remote pilots until recovery. The paths of each glider are shown in Fig. 3,220
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Figure 2: Example dive of an intact Slocum glider, deployment 304 D2, dive 100.

Table 1: Summary of the analysed deployments.

No. Glider ID Start Date Location Duration [days] Status
1 345 D2 Mar-19 North Sea 76 Healthy
2 304 D2 Mar-19 North Sea 76 Wing Loss
3 436 D2 Feb-18 North Sea 89 Wing Loss
4 345 D1 Nov-14 Celtic Sea 123 Strong Disturbances
5 397 D1 Apr-15 Celtic Sea 45 Healthy
6 419 D1 Mar-15 Celtic Sea 11 Healthy
7 492 D1 Feb-20 Canaries 3 Simulated Biofouling
8 492 D2 Feb-20 Canaries 20 Healthy

showing the three locations in the North and Celtic Seas alongside the two221

deployments in the Canaries.222
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Figure 3: Deployment locations and dive paths.

3. Method223

A novel, on-board anomaly detection system for UGs is introduced using a224

hybrid VAE-LSTM architecture. Figure 4 shows the steps taken throughout225

the development of the data-driven solution.226

The method is developed and tested off-line using the deployment datasets227

shown in Table 1. The system is trained using baseline data from deploy-228

ments where the vehicle exhibited healthy status and tested with deployment229

datasets exhibiting anomalous vehicle behaviour. Once the efficacy of the230

system is established with validation against the dynamic model, the system231

can be trained offline using data from multiple deployments before being232

implemented on-board the UG once learning is complete.233

3.1. Data Cleaning234

In this study, the full recovery mode data from the gliders’ deployments235

has been used. The data was initially cleaned as described in Anderlini236

et al. (2021b) to remove dives with few data samples, synchronise the time237

of the two signals stored on the two on-board computers and resample all238

signals for the same time stamps with an interval of 5 s. Furthermore, feature239

engineering has been undertaken to obtain the glider’s vertical velocity and240

acceleration in the water column, the rotational velocity, the battery power241
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Figure 4: System development process.

consumption and the water density obtained with the Gibbs Seawater toolbox242

(McDougall and Barker, 2011). Additionally, a simplified equation for the243

vehicle’s buoyancy has been defined as244

B = ρ · VVBD · g, (1)

where ρ is the water density and g = 9.81 m·s−2 the gravitational accelera-245

tion. The obtained time series variables are summarised in Table 2.246

3.1.1. Datasets Creation247

As described in Sec. 4.1, individual deployments were been subdivided248

into training and test datasets. The training sets include data only from249

healthy or baseline UGs, whereas the test sets include data from both baseline250

and anomalous behaviour.251

The training datasets were further split providing training and validation252

subsets. The validation, or holdout, sets were used for hyperparameter op-253

timisation, with the final test sets used to assess performance against other254

methods. Different methods can be used to split time series data. For in-255

stance, one method is to use a more recent section of the data for validation256

and older data for training. Another approach is to use a time series split, a257
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Table 2: Summary of the post-processed signals.

Variable Description Units
t time stamp s
z Vertical position in the inertial frame m
ż Vertical velocity in the inertial frame m·s−1

z̈ Vertical acceleration in the inertial frame m·s−2

ϕ Roll angle ◦

ϕ̇ Roll angular velocity ◦·s−1

θ Pitch angle ◦

θ̇ Pitch angular velocity ◦·s−1

ψ Yaw angle ◦

ψ̇ Yaw angular velocity ◦·s−1

VVBD VBD volume m3

˙VVBD Rate of volume change m3·s−1

xb Battery position m
ẋb Time derivative of battery position m·s−1

δ Rudder angle ◦

δ̇ Time derivative of rudder angle ◦·s−1

C Remaining battery capacity Ah
I Current flowing from glider’s battery A
V Voltage across glider’s battery V
P Power draw from glider’s battery W
Vleak Signal from pressure hull leakage detector V
pvacuum Pressure inside the pressure hull dbar

Longitude Current longitude in decimal degrees DD
Latitude Current latitude in decimal degrees DD

p Pressure of surrounding water dbar
T Temperature of the surrounding water ◦C
ρ Density of surrounding water kg·m−3

B Glider’s estimated net buoyancy N

variation on the traditional K-fold method, which consists of using the first258

k folds as training sets and the (k + 1)th fold as a validation set (Ojala and259

Garriga, 2010).260

Due to the unique nature of the data provided, a novel method is pro-261

posed. In a real deployment, after each dive the glider will surface to send262
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decimated data. During this transmission time, data from the previous dive263

is available for processing and moments1 can be calculated and used for264

standardisation of the subsequent dive. In this study that relies on recovery-265

mode data for offline training, the process is slightly modified; odd-numbered266

dives are employed as training sets and use their own moments, whilst even-267

numbered dives are labelled validation sets and use their preceding dives268

moments for standardisation. This configuration allowed the model to be269

trained in a similar procedure to which its online deployment would func-270

tion. The Z-score was used to standardise the data, rescaling the signals to271

prevent bias to physical units with higher mean and standard deviations.272

In cases where data is sparse, a slightly different method can be used.273

When training on the ith dive, the (i+1)th dive could be used for validation;274

however, in this case, the collected data was sufficiently large and sample275

conservation was not necessary.276

3.1.2. Feature Selection277

The usage of a VAE allows for a tailored feature selection process: the278

underlying distributions of each feature were analysed to find differences279

between baseline and anomalous gliders.280

Firstly, histograms of each feature’s underlying distribution were pro-281

duced. Due to the nature of ascents and descents, the absolute value was282

taken of many features to produce Gaussian distributions. A two-tailed test283

was set up such that a sample of equal size was taken from a healthy and284

faulty glider and compared using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. The285

null hypothesis was that both samples for each feature came from the same286

continuous distribution. In the case where the hypothesis is found true and287

both come from the same distribution, the feature is not useful for detecting288

the presence of a fault; conversely, if the null hypothesis is rejected, the test289

suggests an underlying change caused by the anomaly. Large distributional290

shifts can be exploited for anomaly detection, since the VAE is trained only291

on healthy distributions and will struggle to reconstruct data originating292

from a faulty distribution.293

For this analysis, three deployments were selected: 304, 492 D1 and 492294

D2, as these datasets possessed sections of healthy and faulty function due295

1For a probability distribution, the first raw moment is the mean (x̄), the second central
moment is the variance (σ2).
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to wing loss (304) and simulated biofouling (492 D1). Example distributions296

for vertical velocity, pitch, buoyancy, yaw, battery position, and rudder are297

shown in Fig. 5 to illustrate the change in shape due to a fault.298

Figure 5: Distributional shift between baseline and anomalous gliders’ deployments.

Additionally, time series histograms were also produced, revealing hidden299

substructures and patterns that are not immediately obvious from the dis-300

crete histograms Hunter (2007). An example of these visualisations can be301

seen in Appendix A.302

Using these two methods, the selected features were pitch, battery posi-303

tion, buoyancy, vertical velocity and yaw.304

3.2. Data-Driven Anomaly Detection305

Traditional AEs are an unsupervised learning technique that leverage306

neural networks for representation learning. They impose a bottleneck in307

the network that forces a compressed representation of the original input308

in terms of single value latent attributes. The encoder section of the AE309

“encodes” the input and reduces the dimension of the data down to the310

latent dimension. The decoder section then reconstructs the original data311

via the compressed latent attributes (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006).312

VAEs follow a similar structure (Kingma and Welling, 2014); however,313

instead of single discrete values, the latent space is described in a proba-314

bilistic manner in the form of continuous distributions. The encoder takes315
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the original input data and compresses it into distributions within the latent316

space. When decoding, a random sample from each latent state distribution317

is taken to generate a vector input for the decoder model. The decoder then318

attempts to reconstruct the original input from this sample.319

The use of VAEs assumes that there is some hidden variable z which320

generates an observation x. Only the observation x is visible; however, the321

inference of the characteristics of z are needed, essentially p(z|x) needs to be322

found.323

p(z|x) = p(x|z)p(z)
p(x)

, (2)

324

p(x) =

∫
p(x|z)p(z)dz. (3)

p(x) usually turns out to be an intractable distribution because of the325

integral and therefore computing the exact value is difficult. Instead, varia-326

tional inference is used to estimate its value. First, p(z|x) is approximated327

by another distribution q(z|x) which is defined such that it has a tractable328

distribution. If the parameters of q(z|x) are defined such that it is very329

similar to p(z|x), it can be used to perform approximate interference on the330

intractable distribution (Kingma and Welling, 2014).331

The KL divergence is a measure of the difference between two probability332

distributions. To ensure that q(z|x) is sufficiently similar to p(z|x), the KL333

divergence between the two can be minimised.334

min{KL(q(z|x) ∥ p(z|x))} (4)

Minimising the KL divergence is equivalent to the following maximisation335

(Chao et al., 2020):336

max{Eq(z|x) log p(x|z)−KL(q(z|x) ∥ p(z))}, (5)

where Eq(z|x) defines the expected value of z given x. The reconstruction337

likelihood is represented by the first term and the second ensures that the338

learned distribution q is similar to the true prior distribution p.339

Hence, the distribution q is used to infer the latent state in a DNN archi-340

tecture comprising an encoder, which learns the mapping from x to z (via q),341

and a decoder, which maps from z back to an estimate of x (via p). The loss342

function for training such an architecture requires two terms: one penalising343

the reconstruction error (i.e. maximising the reconstruction likelihood) and344
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the second ensures the learned distribution q(z|x) is similar to the true prior345

distribution p(z), which is assumed to follow a unit Gaussian distribution:346

L = ∥ x− d(z) ∥ 2 +KL [z ∼ N (µx, σxI),N (0, I)] , (6)

where d indicates the discriminator, N the Gaussian distribution, µ the347

mean, σ the standard deviation and I the identify matrix.348

The encoder model outputs parameters describing the distributions in the349

latent space. Since the prior is assumed to follow a normal distribution, a350

vector of the mean and variance is produced. The decoder will then generate351

a latent sample from the defined distribution and deliver a reconstruction of352

the original data, as shown in Fig. 6.353

Sampled 
latent vector

Encoder Decoder

Input Reconstructed Input

������  �����

Latent 
Distributions

!∼N�"#$%�

�$$&$'$($)⊙!

Ideally they are identical

Figure 6: Typical variational autoencoder architecture.

The sampling process requires extra attention. During training, the re-354

lationship between each parameter within the network with respect to the355

final output loss needs to be calculated in a technique called backpropagation.356

However, this cannot be done for the random sampling process. A method357

known as the reparameterisation trick is used to bypass this, as shown in358

Fig. 7. A random sample ε is taken from a unit Gaussian and then shifted359

by the latent distributions mean, µ, and scaled by the variance, σ2. Using the360

reparameterisation trick, the parameters of the distribution can be optimised361

by retaining the ability to randomly sample from the distribution. To pre-362

vent the network from learning negative values for σ, typically the network363

is taught to learn log σ2 and exponentiate it to get the latent distribution’s364

variance.365

Traditionally VAEs and AEs use dense layers for the intermediate steps366

within the encoder and decoder structures. These layers are unable to learn367
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Figure 7: Reparameterization trick and backpropagation.

the temporal features of the data and hence work poorly on time series.368

When compared to other types of DNN architectures, Recurrent Neural Net-369

works (RNNs) show superior performance with time series data due to their370

ability to remember system features and dynamics correlated to past event371

(Fan et al., 2014). Original RNNs suffered from the Vanishing or Explod-372

ing Gradient issue, solved with the introduction of LSTMs (Hochreiter and373

Schmidhuber, 1997). RNNs, and specifically LSTMs, are suited to sequen-374

tial or time series data thanks to internal feedback in addition to feedforward375

connections. A LSTM unit comprises a cell with input, output and forget376

gates. The cell provides memory over arbitrary time intervals and the three377

gates control the flow of information into and out of the cell. LSTM is378

known for its ability to extract both the long and the short-term effects of379

past events. It is further proven that deep hierarchical architectures are ca-380

pable of delivering better performances then shallower networks. In detail,381

DNNs comprising two LSTM layers followed by a final dense one represent382

the state-of-the-art in anomaly detection applications (Malhotra et al., 2015),383

time series forecasting and identification of dynamic models (Grande et al.,384

2021).385

Hence, the architecture proposed in this work consists of a VAE incor-386

porating both in the encoder and in the decoder the three-layered structure387

described. Figure 8 illustrates the model’s structure with Fig. B.2 in Ap-388

pendix B showing a detailed breakdown of each section.389

LSTM networks require the data to be split into discrete sequences of390

t timesteps. The specific length is determined during the hyperparameter391

selection as discussed in Sec. 4.2.1. Each independent dive within a deploy-392

ment is transformed from a 2D array of r readings × n features into a 3D393

array of s sequences × t timesteps × n features.394
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The terminology used when describing LSTM layers is very inconsistent395

throughout literature; however, in this article, a similar vocabulary to the396

deep-learning package Keras is employed. The first LSTM layer takes a single397

sequence as input, this is a 2D array consisting of t timesteps × n features.398

Each LSTM layer has the same number of cells as there are timesteps. The399

vertical dimension of each cell is named the units and corresponds to the400

length of the hidden state, i.e. the number of arbitrary features output by401

the layer, which is not dissimilar to the number of neurons in a hidden layer402

for a typical feed-forward network’s dense layer.403

With the flag return sequences set to True in Keras, each cell in the first404

layer will output a signal producing a 2D array of t timesteps × u units.405

This is important for direct connections between respective timestep cells406

and consecutive LSTM layers. However, the second LSTM has this flag set407

to False and will produce a single vector from the final timestep cell which408

has a length corresponding to the number of units.409

Since the input of the second LSTM layer coincides with the result of the410

previous LSTM layer, it can create a more complex feature representation411

of the current input, improving the reconstructive ability of the network412

(Goldberg, 2016).413
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3.3. Model-Based Benchmark414

To benchmark the results of the data-driven solution, a model-based415

anomaly detection system for Slocum UGs is developed. From Anderlini416

et al. (2020a), the dynamic equations describing the steady-state flight of417

the glider in the vertical plane are:418

żm = U sin β,where (7)
419

U2 =

√
B sin β

1
2
ρS(kD,0 + kD,Lα2)

, (8)

420

α =
kD,0 + kD,Lα

2

kL tan β
, (9)

421

B = g{−m+ ρ[V0(1− ϵcp+ αT (T − T0)) + VVBD]}+ δB, (10)

where α is the angle of attach, β = θ + α the glide-path angle, m and422

V0 the glider’s mass and reference volume, ϵc and αT the pressure hull’s423

compressibility and thermal expansivity, S the UG’s reference area and żm424

the estimated vertical velocity of the vehicle in the inertial frame.425

The lift, drag and induced drag coefficients, kL, kD,0 and kD,L, and the426

buoyancy offset, δB, can be found from the steady-state time-series data by427

minimising the following cost function:428

C =
[1
I

I∑
i=1

(żi − żm,i)
2 ∀ i ∈ R

]
+ w

[ J∑
j=1

j ∀ j /∈ R
]
. (11)

Points at which a numeric cost value can be found are denoted with i, whilst429

j represents those evaluating as U2 < 0 and hence non-numeric. This adds430

an additional cost to non-numeric values speeding up convergence when com-431

pared with Merckelbach et al. (2019). Compared to Anderlini et al. (2021b),432

the non-numeric terms were weighted as the quantity was significant enough433

to dominate the cost output, slowing down convergence, shown in Equation434

(11) with w. A value 0.001 was used during optimisation.435

For a single set of parameters, the following process occurred. Firstly,436

the value of α was found iteratively using Equation (9), this was then used437

to find a value for β. The buoyancy was then offset using the δB parameter,438

and the U2 was found using the previously calculated values.439

The sum of costs for each dive was then calculated and used as the overall440

cost of each iteration.441
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As compared with Anderlini et al. (2020a), Equation (11) was optimised442

for values of kD,0, kD,L, kL, and δB for the entire healthy section of a whole443

deployment. These parameters were then used to calculate values for the444

model vertical velocity, żm. Fault detection was achieved by comparing the445

mean square error between the model and the actual UG’s vertical velocity.446

The global multivariate optimisation problem of finding the parameters of447

the dynamic model is solved using differential evolution, a population-based448

metaheuristic search algorithm (Georgioudakis and Plevris, 2020).449

The data for all constants for the specific deployments analysed in this450

article can be found in Anderlini et al. (2020b) and Anderlini et al. (2020a).451

4. Results and Discussion452

4.1. Training453

Initially, the full concatenated missions were used for training. However,454

there were issues with the model being unable to pick up the longer-term455

temporal behaviour of the gliders, and instead, becoming confused at the456

sharp transitions between dives.457

This issue was exacerbated by the standard training function within the458

Keras library. By default, Keras will take a batch size of b and shuffle the459

complete dataset, splitting into (n samples ÷ b batches). This is ineffec-460

tive for the time series data as batches no longer have chronological order461

within them and are instead a random amalgamation of sequences. A custom462

training function was derived that trained each batch as a single dive. This463

allowed the temporal nature to be conserved and reduces the chance of los-464

ing important trends. For a single epoch, the model iterates through a dive465

utilizing the pre-split training and validation sets. This allows for studies466

into the convergence of the model over a number of epochs.467

The Adam optimizer was used for training, which is a stochastic gradient468

descent method that utilises adaptive estimation of first-order and second-469

order moments (Kingma and Ba, 2015). In particular, the TensorFlow imple-470

mentation was adopted with the default learning rate of 0.001 and exponen-471

tial decay rates of 0.9 and 0.999 for the first and second moment, respectively,472

as the model showed good learning performance and much higher sensitivity473

to changes in the network architecture.474

The main aim of using the data-driven solution was to detach the model475

from a single glider deployment and instead produce a model agnostic to476

which individual glider it operates on. To achieve this, the glider was trained477
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on several deployments presenting baseline glider behaviour, as shown in478

Table 3. The performance of the trained model was then assessed for deploy-479

ments presenting wing loss and simulated biofouling. Note that the training480

datasets was further subdivided into training and validation, or holdout,481

subsets, as described in Sec. 3.1.1.482

Table 3: Summary of training deployments.

No. Glider ID Status Dives Samples Dataset
1 345 D2 Strong Disturbances 676 1,170,389 training
4 345 D1 Healthy 730 1,365,460 training
5 397 D1 Healthy 568 738,464 training
6 419 D1 Healthy 136 175,229 training
2 304 D2 Wing Loss 716 1,207,384 test
3 436 D2 Wing Loss 668 1,361,873 test
7 492 D1 Simulated Biofouling 28 55,859 test
8 492 D2 Healthy 170 331,828 test

4.2. Reconstruction Loss483

4.2.1. Hyperparameter Optimisation484

The model was trained using the four datasets shown in Table 3. During485

training, the model’s loss on validation data was used to optimise several486

hyperparameters, specifically the number of units in each LSTM layer and487

the timesteps used.488

The effectiveness of a stacked LSTM structure was initially evaluated489

and found that two consecutive layers produced lower KL divergence and490

reconstruction loss than a single layer.491

The number of units was varied for both the “wide” and “thin” LSTM492

layers. The ratio was kept constant to match a typical AE structure; however,493

changing this could be investigated in further studies. Figure 9 shows the494

loss convergence for several different dimensions for both epoch number and495

time.496

As clear in Fig. 9, the loss reduces with increasing number of units with497

all curves converging as the number of epochs increase. The plot of loss498

against computational time shows that even though the loss is smaller at499

the end of 50 epochs for the largest networks’ size, the computational cost is500

much greater to complete the same number of epochs. For this reason, the501

dimensions selected for further testing was (128, 64).502
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Figure 9: Loss convergence with varying LSTM units, against epoch and computational
time.

4.2.2. Latent Space503

Once the network was trained over the four datasets, the latent space was504

visualised. The latent space has a dimension of two and therefore is repre-505

sented by two distributions. 2D visualisations of the distribution’s moments506

can be seen in Fig. 10 with their marginals also shown. Differences between507

the baseline and faulty gliders can be seen, although further separation is508

possible in the reconstruction.509

4.2.3. Time series Results510

Once trained the model was used to predict several variables throughout511

each dive as shown in Fig. 11 for deployment 345 D1 (training dataset, known512

to the model).513

Figure 12 shows the reconstructed signal against the original sensor values514

for two dives within mission 304 D2, before (a) and after (b) the loss of a515

wing. As can be seen in Fig. 12a, the model can successfully reconstruct516

the various signals to a high degree of accuracy. Note, deployment 304 D2517

belongs to the test set and is completely unseen by the model highlighting518

the generality of this method.519

Upon the loss of a wing, large offsets are seen in the vertical velocity,520

buoyancy, battery position, and pitch. This indicates a higher difficulty found521
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Figure 10: Latent space visualisation for µ and log σ.
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Figure 11: Reconstructed data, mission 345 D1, dive 700.

by the model to reconstruct the sensor input sequences. In this particular522

dive, there is not an offset in the yaw, but instead, the original data is more523

erratic which was not replicated by the model.524

With the model’s ability to detect wing loss on unseen gliders now proven,525
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Figure 12: Reconstruction before (a) and after (b) the loss of a wing, mission 304 D2.
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the next stage is to prove the method’s applicability to other types of anoma-526

lies. To test the effects of biofouling, deployments 492 D1 and D2 were used.527

Both deployments were conducted using the same glider; however, 492 D1528

had drag simulators attached to simulate high levels of marine growth An-529

derlini et al. (2020b). A sample dive from before (a) and after (b) drag530

simulators were added are shown in Fig. 13.531

With the absence of drag simulators, the model is somewhat able to re-532

construct the original input data, although the reconstruction is particularly533

poor for the battery position. In particular, the large error for the battery534

position reconstruction is specific to Slocum 492, which suggests a different535

scaling and orientation of the sensor signal on the PLOCAN’s glider. Upon536

attaching the drag simulators, the reconstruction ability is severely hindered,537

creating a large offset in the vertical velocity. The buoyancy and pitch ex-538

perience large erratic reconstructions which will result in a higher loss when539

compared to the baseline glider. The battery position reconstruction is still540

very poor, and similar to the glider missing a wing, the yaw input is extremely541

inconsistent.542
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4.3. Anomaly Detection via Reconstruction Loss543

To detect faults, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the selected544

sensor input values and output reconstructions is calculated. To reduce the545

importance of noise and reduce the number of false positives, the MSE was546

then averaged over each dive and then filtered with a Simple Moving Aver-547

age (SMA) with a rolling median over 10 dives. Figure 14 shows the SMA548

of the combined reconstruction loss for the VAE with LSTM for the four549

test datasets. Note that the deployments of unit 492 have been combined550

into a single plot, with a clear demarcation displaying the end of the first551

deployment with simulated biofouling. The mean absolute vertical velocity552

offset from the model-based anomaly detection method can also be seen in553

Fig. 14 for comparison. Note that the reconstruction loss was calculated as554

the addition of the MSE values for the vertical velocity, buoyancy, pitch, and555

battery position.556

As can be seen in Figure 14, both data-driven and model-based methods557

are able to detect wing loss as a sudden event. In particular, the model-based558

solution presents a more distinctive anomaly score than the VAE after the559

failure in deployment 436. This is likely caused partially by the SMA filtering560

for the data-driven method and the ability of the glider to better adapt to the561

wing loss thanks to its ballasting configuration. However, the model-based562

method fails to detect the simulated high levels of marine growth for glider563

492, possibly due to the stronger dynamic effects associated with the shal-564

lower depth of the deployment negatively impacting the steady-state model565

(200 m vs 1,000 m). Furthermore, the VAE is also able to detect the growing566

natural biofouling on the hull during the second deployment, presenting sim-567

ilar performance to the ensemble of regression trees used in Anderlini et al.568

(2021a) whilst being trained on data from other glider units. Therefore, the569

anomaly detection system based on VAE and LSTM presents better gener-570

ality to different anomaly types than the model-based solution and better571

data handling and transferability to different platforms than the random for-572

est scheme. Additionally, the anomaly detection system presented in this573

study has achieved similar overall anomaly detection performance compared574

to the system based upon BiGAN in Wu et al. (2021), using less but more575

direct features. However, the BiGAN-based system outputs a more distinc-576

tive anomaly score for the deployment 436 by combining the reconstruction577

error with discriminator feature error.578

Table 4 details the mean and standard deviation values of the reconstruc-579

tion losses for different stages of the test deployments. The mean reconstruc-580
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Figure 14: Comparison of data-driven and dynamic models for fault detection.

tion losses of glider 492 are significantly higher than the pre-fault values of581

gliders 304 D2 and 436 D2, suggesting that the anomaly detection system is582

sensitive to biofouling. For glider 304 D2, an apparent mean loss difference583

can be observed between the pre-fault and post-fault status.584

To complete the anomaly detection, a classification layer needs to be585

added on top of the proposed VAE and LSTM architecture to determine586

whether the UG exhibits healthy or anomalous behaviour over each dive.587

This can be extended to full fault diagnostics and the identification of in-588

dividual failure modes. At present, the dataset is limited to a single type589

and configuration of UG and to a limited number of anomalies. Further data590

needs to be collected from field tests to create a more representative set to591

demonstrate the generality of the proposed method to different platforms and592
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Table 4: Reconstruction losses of the test deployments.

Glider ID Mean Standard deviation Status

304 D2
0.1968 0.2489 Pre-fault
0.3628 0.1499 Post-fault

436 D2
0.3128 0.2951 Pre-fault
0.3177 0.1067 Post-fault

492 D1 & D2
2.1528 0.3212 Simulated biofouling
2.2432 0.3752 Growing natural biofouling

faults. Additionally, to achieve a real-time implementation on the on-board593

computer, the system will require pre-training to achieve low computational594

cost at deployment.595

Despite the better performance of the proposed method over model-based596

solutions based on steady-state dynamics, the main limitation of data-driven597

solutions for anomaly detection and fault diagnostics is the need to collect598

large data quantities to train the algorithms. This is particularly challenging599

for new UG designs or even new vehicle configurations (e.g. due to a large ap-600

pended sensor). Hence, future research directions will cover the investigation601

of methods for transfer learning, including domain adaptation.602

5. Conclusions603

This article presents an unsupervised anomaly detection system for UGs604

with a VAE architecture with LSTM layers. The VAE reduces the selected605

signals of the glider’s pitch, battery position, buoyancy, vertical velocity and606

yaw into a probabilistic latent space. The anomaly score consists of the607

MSE of the reconstructed and the original signals, averaged over each dive to608

reduce the impact of noise. The LSTM neurons enable the efficient treatment609

of the time series data to capture dynamic effects, whilst being insensitive to610

dive length.611

The proposed anomaly detection system is trained using four healthy612

Slocum G2 glider deployments. Real-world collected datasets featuring wing613

loss and biofouling are applied to test the proposed anomaly detection sys-614

tem. The test results suggest that the VAE-based anomaly detection sys-615

tem has successfully detected the anomalies. In particular, superior perfor-616

mance to model-based solution is shown for marine growth. The unsuper-617

vised anomaly detection system has achieved satisfactory anomaly detection618
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performance over a fleet of underwater gliders with minimal training data619

preparation.620

The outcome of the work will support the over-the-horizon operation of621

UGs with the proposed on-board anomaly detection system. Although the622

system can highlight the anomalies on sensor readings, an intelligent fault623

classification system will be developed in further work. Furthermore, field624

works will be conducted to obtain further demonstration data.625
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Appendix A. Feature Selection755

A second more visual method for feature selection was to produce a time756

series histogram of both the healthy and faulty portions of data. An example757

for the pitch feature is show in Fig. A.1. Each dive is represented by a single758

path in the following diagrams, with healthy dives on the left and unhealthy759

behaviour on the right.760

The first row shows each dive path directly on top of each other, visually761

enhancing shifts in the mean and variance of the distribution. The second row762

shows a 2D histogram and log colour scale, whilst the last is a 2D histogram763

with a linear colour scale. The example for pitch shows a clear disconnect in764

the log colour scales, producing two peaks rather than one, which would be765

easily picked up by the model.766

Appendix B. Full Architecture Breakdown767

The full breakdown of the proposed LSTM VAE architecture is shown in768

Fig. B.2.769
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Figure A.1: Time series histogram for pitch readings, mission 304 D2, before (left) and
after (right) the loss of a wing.
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Figure B.2: Full architecture breakdown.
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